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from enjoying long and brilliant periods of prosperity.
Amongst a people devoted to religion, in an Empire where
the Church was so closely bound to the State, where the
sovereign constantly intervened in ecclesiastical affairs, and
monks were officially recognized, monasticism was bound to
play an important part. In the first place by virtue of their
reputation for saintliness famous monks often exercised a
personal influence over Emperors and high officers of State.
An unlettered man, like Simeon Stylites, was led to intervene
in questions of general concern to which his mode of life
seemed^ utterly foreign. 'Never losing interest', said Theo-
doret, 'in the welfare of the Churches, he led the campaign
against Pagan infidelity, denounced the audacity of the Jews
and^ scattered groups of heretics. He sent messages on such
subjects to the Emperor, stimulated the zeal of magistrates
for the things of God, and even warned the pastors of the
churches to give more attention to the welfare of their
flocks/
Daniel, another famous stylite,1 had frequent dealings
with Emperors and ministers of State. The Emperor Leo I
often visited him, and on one occasion brought the king of
the Lazes in order to get the stylite's decision on a disputed
political question. There are many instances of sovereigns
asking simple monks for impartial advice and the benefit of
their prayers.
It was not only by individual action that monks exerted
their influence. In an Empire shaken by heresies continual
meddling by the temporal power in matters that should
properly be left to theologians inevitably brought about the
intervention of religious bodies directly interested in the
purity of the Faith. Monks often worked by secret and cir-
cumspect methods that can only be guessed at by their
effects; but it is rather the solemn demonstrations or pro-
longed struggles, in which great numbers of monks, if not
the whole monastic body, put their prestige and strength at
the service of the Church, that have left visible traces on the
pages of history. In times of crisis, when religious passions
were azxmsed, when questions of dogma and discipline were
bitterly disputed, and the tradition of orthodox doctrine was
* Cf. p- X45 supra.

